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Financial climate
The Fed’s recent QE3 announcementi is a global game changer. The currency
war (competitive devaluation) is the new reality. We know now what the next
few years will bring: inflation.
It is difficult for US investors to combat inflation. The new regulatory environment
prohibits US entities to open foreign brokerage accounts and use leverage on
gold trades. The Fed has signaled what will happen in the short and medium
term, so there is a clear 3 year period that can provide investment opportunity.
Many savers and economic players not properly positioned may have their
assets significantly reduced through inflation. Special risk categories are
annuities and other fixed income instruments.
Regulatory financial situation in US has been restrictive for investors, and it will
continue to be. New rules and regulations such as the Dodd-Frank act have
created a containment area for US investors. Some examples of these
restrictions are the ‘no-hedging’ Forex rule, the FIFO rule, no leverage on Gold
trading, PAMM restrictions, and US entities are prevented from having foreign
brokerage accounts. These rules did not prevent MF Global and PFG from
mismanagement.
US investors are limited to the products and options available through US
institutions. The rules can become even more restrictive; it was illegal to own
physical gold as of 1933 in the United Statesii.
The oldest Swiss bank
has recently closed, and
the world’s oldest bank
in Italy, founded in 1472,
needs a government
bailout to survive.
Germany is repatriating
their physical gold
holdings from countries
such as the United States
and France.
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Proposal
Structured Consulting Limited, a registered company in Malta, is proposing that
a group of investors establish their own financial institution to protect their own
assets.
The project purpose is to create a new type of hybrid financial institution owned
and operated by its members.
We are seeking $2 Million USD in order to register a financial institution in Malta
under European Union financial jurisdiction and special tax regime for foreign
entities.
The final goal of the project is to establish a chartered investment bank in Malta.




Projected timeframe is 200 days and projected cost is $2 Million USD for
establishment of category 3 financial institution in Malta.
Individual subscription is $400,000 (up to 5 investors), for which an investor
will receive 10% equity.
The risk exposure pending license approval (up to 200 days) is 10% of
invested funds.

The final goal is that founders have a full control of their funds by owning their
own institution, in a tax friendly environment. Investors will have the ability to
protect their assets using wealth preservation tools and profit generating
strategies.
Mission Statement
In the immediate international financial climate it is imperative that any
organization and individual has a vehicle to ensure financial stability to make
possible growth and expansion. This vehicle should stabilize severe fluctuation
and inflationary pressure in order to preserve intrinsic value of any monetary
investment. This structure should provide protection against potential
institutional and sovereign default.
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Summary
The following procedures should be implemented:








Hedging of existing portfolio
Multiple currency based accounts
Hedged spot Forex trading to ensure capital preservation
Forex options and Forex futures
Dynamic currency presence to protect from competitive devaluation and
political influence on Forex market
Commodity options and futures to capitalize on inflationary pressure
Equity Contracts for Difference to hedge existing US market position

Goals:





To preserve intrinsic value of capital
Optimize financial structure for future business operations
Reduce risk of banking defaults, sovereign defaults, increase in taxes, and
debasement of currency (inflation)
To operate in a tax friendly environment

Partners:




Institutions such as Banks, Trusts, Family Offices
QEPs (Qualified Eligible Participants)
New members by invitation or recommendation only

Conclusion
Existing regulatory environment and newly added inflationary pressure requires
prompt action and restructuring of existing portfolios.
If you are interested in more detail about the project, please fill out the following
client information form which includes mutual NDA:
http://forexsynthesis.com/interest
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-09-13/fed-plans-to-buy-40-billion-in-mortgagesecurities-each-month.html
ii http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_6102
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